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Wedding: The Last Day 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  
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English translation: 

 
N: [Inaudible question]  
B: Today, they [the bridge and groom] co-operate because it is not easy for just one of 
them to arrange for the wedding. The groom gives the dowry and the bride’s family is the 
one who arranges for the celebrations. 
N: [Inaudible question] 
B: That was the wedding day. On the last day, she [the bride] leaves for her house and 
her family makes sweets: rgaif, begrir and msaman, as well as other food and they take it 
to her house. We call this leftour1. They bring her leftour because she is a bride and so 
she is not supposed to cook. They bring it with singing, music and ululating. So, this is 
the last day.  
N: In Egypt, they buy roses and other things for the bride… [Inaudible] 

                                                 
1 Leftour literally means breakfast in standard Arabic, but in Morocco and Algeria, it can also mean lunch. 
In this context it means lunch.  
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B: For us, the bride’s family makes leftour. 
N: [Inaudible question] 
B: Yes, they both travel; not necessarily for a month, but they do travel.  
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